
Agreement for CDM project development 

Whereas, as voluntary, equal and friendly consultation in a real and full expression of 
the will of both sides, based on the potential CDM project of party A, the parties (A and 
B) reached the following agreement. 

Section 1  
Commissioned Content 

The party A commissioned the Party B as the only consultant services agency of the 
Zhoujiayuan Hydropower Station of Zhuxi County in Hubei. The party B will be 
responsible for the consult services of the project from the CDM project identification 
to the project registered by CDM EB.  

Section 2  
Rights and obligations of Party A 

2.1 The Party A has the right to request the Party B to supply the terms of 3.1-3.4 in 
this Agreement for the consulting services, make reasonable improvement and to 
know the progress of the project development. 
2.2 The Party A must ensure that the progress of the project engineering is in 
progress, and the supplied data, technical parameter etc must be true. If the project 
cannot be registered for the reason that the progress of the project engineering is 
delayed, the supplied information can not consistent with the practical situation or can 
not supply the necessary materials for CDM project development, the Party B does 
not bear any legal responsibility. 
2.3 The Party A shall assign specialized staff to work with the Party B, which should 
provide the project-related documents, materials, data and working with the field 
research according to the requirements of Party B. 
2.4 The Party A should pay the relevant cost related to the CDM development 
according to the requirements of provision 4.1 of this agreement.  
2.5 If Party B cannot precede the project development as schedule and confirmed by 
both parties of fail to obtain the LoA, Party A is entitled to terminate this agreement 
and the entrusted to another party except Party B without any liability for 
compensation. 

Section 3 

Rights and obligations of Party B 

3.1 The Party B will be responsible for all the works in the progress of the project 
development, which include the project idea, compile of PIN and PDD, registration in 
China DNA, validation, and registration in EB. 
3.2 Party B is responsible for the project development which mainly including: project 
identification, compilation of PIN and PDD, selection of buyers, the domestic 
examination and approval of projects (declare as Multi-bilateral Project), validation of 
the DOE and the registration to CDM EB. 



--- 
Section 7 
Other Contents 
7.1 If this agreement has controversy, the two sides should resolve through 
consultation. 
7.2 The two sides should bear its own cost produced in the course of cooperation. If a 
public cost produced, the two sides share a reasonable part after consultation. 
7.3 If the failure of the project registration due to force majeure, the two sides will 
resolve through consultation. 
7.4 This agreement has four copies, and the Party A and B each has two copies. Each 
of the copies has the same legal effect.  
7.5 This Agreement shall become effective upon signature of both sides. 
 
Party A (Seal): Zhuxi Zhoujiayuan Hydropower Development Co., Ltd 
Party B (Seal): Gansu Huike Centre for Technology Transferring on Resource and 
Environment 
 
Date: April 21st 2007 
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